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an introduction from our director

Professor Lord Kumar Bhattacharyya founded WMG 
(then Warwick Manufacturing Group) in 1980 with 
the aim of reinvigorating UK manufacturing through 
industry focused cutting edge research and effective 
education and knowledge transfer.

Lord Bhattacharyya has just cause to be proud of the 
Group that now runs an internationally renowned 
programme of research and education worth over 
£100 million annually with over 450 individuals 
involved in delivering innovative activity through a 
global network of centres. He said: “When I founded 
this Group things were very different. Global car 
production had been damaged by deep recession 
and the UK auto sector was hampered by lack of 
innovation and investment. 

“Now we have a manufacturing industry in this 
country to be proud of with some of the most high-
tech manufacturing companies that are successfully 
competing on the world stage.

“WMG itself has constantly changed in the years 
since I set it up. We are taking the knowledge and 
expertise we have built in the manufacturing sector 
and applying it innovatively to new areas. So we are 
improving the patient experience and efficiency of 
our hospitals; we are using virtual reality to enable 
better product design; we are using e-security to help 
organisations protect data and equipment; and we are 
even working in the field of neuro-imaging to better 
understand and predict the needs and experiences of 
customers. And we are transferring all of this valuable 
knowledge to our students all over the world.”

‘we will always 
strive to 
generate new 
thinking and to 
find innovative 
ways to apply it 
where it’s most 
needed’

Professor Lord Kumar Bhattacharyya, KB, cBe 
director of WmG and Professor of manufacturinG, 
university of WarWicK



WMG’s overarching goal is to create and apply 
rigorous academic research to make a difference in the 
real world.

We do this through research and education 
programmes run in many countries around the 
world and through international collaboration with 
industrial, business and public sector partners.

These partnerships are at the core of how WMG 
works. Whether we are creating new ways to improve 
consumer products, helping Thai graduates to  
become better managers, or improving the way 
patients are cared for in hospitals, we are always 
working with partners on the ground – wherever they 
are in the world – to ensure our research is relevant 
and adds value.

global questions

The map shows examples of 
our international reach of our 
work. For a more  
in-depth look at what the 
map represents go to 
Google maps and search for 
‘WMG Map of the World’.
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WMG now employs over 300 people engaged in 
research, education and knowledge transfer together 
with an extensive network of industrial associates. 
We excel in a wide range of specialisms including 
robotics and automation, lasers, sustainable 
materials, visualisation, e-business, e-security, 
hybrid technology, process and systems management, 
modelling and simulation, product life-cycle 
management, high-tech measurement, metals and 
alloys, materials science and neuro-imaging. But 
where we really add value is in bringing these experts 
together to provide novel and practical solutions to  
the opportunities and threats facing organisations 
and society.  

Most of our staff have extensive experience of working 
in or with companies and other organisations which 
ensures that our research and education is both 
relevant and accessible.

At WMG we believe in giving our employees room to 
explore new ideas, freedom to experiment, build new 
partnerships, and then to deliver. This is what makes 
a partnership with us so productive.

our people

‘wmg is a really 
vibrant place. 
it’s always 
changing and i 
do get excited 
about working 
here. i feel like 
i am making 
a difference 
whether that’s 
helping to 
create the 
leaders and 
engineers of 
the future or 
working with 
companies on 
new technology. 
we deliver real 
benefits here, 
it’s not all blue-
skies research.’

Roger Bull,  
Chief Technician, WMG



WMG’s work is always based on finding innovative 
solutions to challenging real world problems. That’s 
why all our research is done in collaboration with 
industry or other partners. 

We don’t believe in research for its own sake – 
although this doesn’t mean we don’t engage in some 
blue-skies thinking. 

Although we are trying to solve real problems, our 
questioning nature and the relative freedom provided 
by academia means we are able to look beyond the 
direct question and often ask an entirely new and 
more relevant question ourselves.

The University of Warwick is ranked in the top 10 
UK universities and top five for research. We have 
ambitions to raise these rankings even higher with a 
specific goal to be amongst the top 50 universities in 
the world by 2015.

In WMG we typically have around 90 doctorate 
students engaged in research projects such as: Power-
control Design of Resonant Converters; and Pressure 
Pulse Propagation in the Human Spinal System. Some 
of these are following our Engineering Doctorate 
programme which aims to prepare students more 
specifically for a commercial or academic career in an 
engineering or technology field. Warwick was one of 
the first universities to offer the Eng Doc.

‘the university 
of warwick 
is ranked in 
the top 10* uk 
universities and 
top five for 
research’

*The Times Good 
University Guide 2008

research profile



WMG is currently spearheading a major new £100m 
initiative to exploit the opportunities that emerging 
digital technologies offer to business, society and 
the economy.  We have established a new facility – 
the Warwick Digital Laboratory – to enable major 
collaborative research and development and create 
effective application in industry, healthcare and 
digital media. Such application will have pervasive 
benefits to business, society and the economy. 

We have attracted international research leaders to 
four major new professorships as part of the initiative. 
These are in visualisation, e-security, digital product 
lifecycle management and neuro-imaging.

It includes a 5000m2 state of the art facility, built next 
to WMG’s International Manufacturing Centre at the 
University of Warwick. Opened in summer 2008, it is 
the first facility of its kind in the world. 

A WMG team, led by robotics expert Professor Ken 
Young, created robotic systems for improving the 
development of new drugs for pharmaceutical giant 
GlaxoSmithKline. 

Developing a new drug from scratch can take as long 
as 15 years, but Prof Young’s system should speed that 
up meaning patients get the drugs they need to beat 
today’s illnesses much more quickly.

Prof Young explains: “In order to get new drugs right, 
companies have to try thousands of different variants 
of compounds. Once the right combination is found, 
it can be quite hard to repeat it precisely.”

A further development is to use flow synthesis to 
increase the speed of development: a technique 
borrowed from WMG’s manufacturing expertise. The 
technique means that the method of development is 
close to the method used in full production, just on a 
smaller scale. 

The techniques developed during the research were 
successfully employed in the development of drugs 
at GlaxoSmithKline resulting in major cost savings 
and reduced lead times in getting new drugs ready for 
market. Four new patents were generated from the 
innovative technologies developed in the project.

using manufacturing expertise to boost drug development

‘when we talk 
about ground-
breaking science 
with practical 
applications, 
we need look 
no further 
than the west 
midlands. the 
warwick digital 
lab will provide 
a high quality 
research 
environment for 
multidisciplinary 
teams’

Former UK  
Prime Minister,  
Tony Blair

‘our robotic 
system 
dramatically 
improves the 
reliability and 
repeatability 
of the process 
of drug 
development’

Professor Ken young,  
Head of Robotics, WMG

warwick digital laboratory



Everything we do is driven by the future needs of 
industry, business and other organisations. Some 
of our most important and far-reaching work has 
involved working with a diverse range of businesses in 
order to find solutions to industry-wide problems.

For example, the £72 million Premium Automotive 
Research and Development Programme (PARD), the 
operational phase of which was completed in Spring 
2008, brought together the automotive sector in the 
West Midlands to enable a range of new technical and 
business opportunities through collaborative R&D.

‘it is important in today’s highly competitive 
automotive market that we are able to  
offer a significantly differentiated product. 
to meet that demand we need to be able to 
draw on a wide range of specialist suppliers 
who understand the challenge. before pard 
it might have been difficult to guarantee 
that those suppliers would be available to us 
within the uk. now we can say with confidence 
that the skills and capabilities we need are 
right here and are accessible’

Al Kammerer, Former Director of Product Development,  
Jaguar and Land Rover

collaboration We worked with Jaguar and Land Rover and over 
400 suppliers and as a result much of the supply 
chain is now stronger and more competitive. Small 
and medium sized companies are now investing in 
R&D and starting to work with their competitors on 
common issues. Relationships between suppliers 
and customers have changed, with even the smallest 
component suppliers more fully tuned in to where the 
industry is going and to the future needs of two of the 
most prestigious automotive brands in the world. In 
many cases the technology and knowhow developed 
under the programme has applications in other 
sectors.

This is just one example of how our work leads to 
significant change in the way business is done. 
We also work in close collaboration with public 
sector partners such as hospitals and government 
departments.



A programme devised to overhaul the ethos of the 
company which owns and maintains track, bridges, 
signal boxes and stations, is already paying dividends.

WMG worked with Network Rail to develop the 
Stepping Stones leadership development programme 
and has been running the programme since 2006. 
By the end of 2008 over 1,000 of the company’s best 
people will have gone through the programme. 

With WMG’s help Network Rail acquired and 
remodelled the former Cable and Wireless building 
at Westwood to become its Leadership Centre. Since 
then, staff from all levels have joined the programme 
run by WMG.

Mark Pickering, WMG’s Director of Development, 
says: “Network Rail had identified the competencies 
they felt they needed and one area was that of getting 
people to take more responsibility.

“Working together we identified what their business 
need was and looked at how we could tackle it. We 
took all that was already good in the business and 
worked together to improve the set-up. As well as 
developing the company we develop the people by 
giving them this chance for accreditation. It is proving 
very successful and is one that will run and run.”

network rail: developing leadership

‘our goal at network rail is to develop world 
class leaders who can take the rail industry 
forward. it was clear to us that wmg at the 
university of warwick could offer us world 
class standards in leadership development 
backed by the fantastic academic standards at 
the university’

Iain Coucher, Chief Executive, Network Rail

we have 
strengthened 
this relationship 
even further 
by adding a 
one-year msc 
in project 
management 
developed for 
network rail’s 
new recruits.



‘this is a superb 
personal 
achievement. 
everywhere i 
go, whether 
it’s india, china, 
malaysia, 
thailand or 
south africa, 
people talk to 
me about the 
success of wmg’

Rt Hon Gordon Brown,  
Prime Minister, UK

Lord Bhattacharyya and senior members of WMG 
are involved at the highest levels of government and 
industry in the UK and throughout the world. 

Lord Bhattacharyya is a well-known parliamentarian 
and a passionate advocate of UK manufacturing and 
technology. Former UK Prime Ministers Margaret 
Thatcher and Tony Blair sought his advice on 
innovation and technology issues and Gordon Brown’s 
first visit after being confirmed as Britain’s Prime 
Minister was to WMG. Lord Bhattacharyya has 
advised governments from South Africa to Malaysia 
on science and technology policy and holds honorary 
professorships in numerous countries.

WMG works very closely with UK regional 
development agencies to support the delivery of 
their economic strategies. We work with global 
corporations in training their executives and to 
develop technologies for markets worldwide and have 
partnerships with research institutes and innovative 
companies around the world. WMG professors are 
recognised as global experts in their respective fields. 

wmg’s global influence gb ski walking pic
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‘we measure the reaction of every cohort 
we send to wmg and when we asked in 2007 
whether employees felt the programme met 
the needs of today’s procurement business, 99 
per cent indicated a high level of satisfaction. 
through what employees have learned on the 
course the savings run into tens of millions 
of pounds’

Russ Armitage, Corporate Procurement Director, BAE Systems

Our entire education programme is founded on the 
part time courses for professional people that we began 
running in 1981. Now we deliver the programme to over 
1,000 post-graduate and post-experience students a year 
in six international centres.

Our courses are founded on industrial and business 
relevance as they have been developed in close 
collaboration with partner companies and are taught by 
lecturers who have significant industry experience.

Many of our students are taking part in a bespoke 
programme that we have developed specifically for their 
company. For example we deliver the procurement 
development programme for BAE Systems’ rising stars. 
We are able to deliver cutting edge knowledge resulting 
from our research and collaboration with industry that is 
tailored to the objectives of the company.

But rather than aim to simply train people to do their 
jobs better, we are proud of the fact that we educate 
them to both understand the bigger picture within 
their companies and encourage them to introduce new 
thinking; thereby raising the bar for management of UK 
and global businesses as a whole.

The sponsor company gets more rounded managers with 
much greater potential to become successful leaders. 
Forward-thinking companies will get the best from these 
employees by facilitating them to challenge the status 
quo while taking the lead on company best practice 
gained from their course.

Companies can also get involved with the programme 
by joining us as a guest speaker or helping us shape the 
content of our courses – whether or not they choose to 
sponsor their employees to study with us.

part-time professional programmes



Around 450 students from around the world come to 
WMG every year to take part in our full time Masters 
programme. These students are destined for high-
flying careers in a wide range of sectors including 
manufacturing, logistics, technology, e-business, 
transportation, healthcare and project management. 
We feel it is vital to their success that they become 
deeply engaged with industry from the moment they 
join us.

There are a number of ways businesses can get 
involved and benefit from their involvement with the 
programme. For example:

» Many businesses offer a graduate trainee 
programme that includes an MSc with WMG; 
instead of funding a part-time programme, 
companies may choose to fast-track their best 
people to achieving an MSc within a year. 

» Companies who work with us on a collaborative 
R&D project or who sponsor students can benefit 
from the fresh perspective our full time students 
can contribute to the research.

» Businesses can also recruit from our pool of 
exceptional students. 

» Organisations can also showcase their own 
operations to potential recruits by hosting an 
industrial visit or joining us as a guest speaker. 

full-time masters courses

» A large number of our full time students are from 
overseas, many of whom return home once they have 
completed their studies. This means corporations have 
a global recruitment opportunity to attract returning 
students while they are still in the UK. And because 
all our students are exposed to a multi-national 
multi-cultural environment, they are well suited to 
international postings. 

» We also run an internship programme, leveraging 
the relationship we have with our many industrial 
partners. It is a growing programme that is intended 
to evolve into an on-campus global recruitment 
opportunity for our students.

» All WMG’s courses are endorsed by the Institution of 
Engineering and Technology and can contribute to the 
competencies required for Chartered Engineer status.

‘there is so much 
competition in 
the job market 
that you need 
to go the extra 
mile in order to 
stand out from 
everyone else. 
studying at wmg 
has given me 
the extra edge 
i need to get 
ahead’

Varun K Ramaswamy,  
MSc in Electronic 
Business Management 



WMG is constantly anticipating and seeking answers 
to the big questions. But we also work to define the 
future. Often, we are in a position to see and exploit 
a new way to look at the opportunities and threats 
facing organisations.

We work with organisations, companies and 
governments to jointly find solutions that build 
institutional capability and have far-reaching impacts 
leading to the creation of economic wealth and 
improvements to quality of life.

We also look at the small questions – those details that 
sometimes make a big difference to how things work.

So, if you have a question, big or small, or if you’re  
not even sure what question you should be asking, 
talk to us.

Collaboration 
mark Pickering  
Director of Development 

 +44 (0)7850 856764 

 m.i.pickering@warwick.ac.uk

Education  
sujit Banerji  
Professor of Operations 

Management and Executive 

Director of Graduate Studies  

 +44 (0)24 7652 3169 

 s.banerji@warwick.ac.uk

Media 

Zoë howard  
Head of Communications 

 +44 (0)24 7652 4721  

 zoe.howard@warwick.ac.uk 

Research 

dave mullins  
Director of Administration 

(Research)  

 +44 (0)24 7652 3949 

 david.mullins@warwick.ac.uk

For Professor Lord 
Bhattacharyya contact:  

mary Black 
 +44 (0)24 7652 3155 

 mary.black@warwick.ac.uk 

finding answers to the big questions


